West Dover Fire Department
Officers Minutes
Monday- June 22, 2015
Present- Richard W; Mike H; Gary C; Mickey K
Started at 5 PMDrills- July 1- live burn –would like to start at 6 PM- Bill Shea
July 8- Fireground set up- Mickey and Mike
July 15- ropes and knots; wilderness rescue-John and Mickey
Good drill on Saturday- not so good turnout- will get a roll of webbing; light sticks and a rescue
rope and bag; Mickey to get the channel lock toolAgain discussed firemen to be responsible for the Fire Trucks- would like to recommend that
Ben P be in charge of Engine 1; Rob be in charge of U1; Mike T in charge of Engine 2; Nate T
in charge of T1, Chris Weinberg in charge of L1 and Chris Pease in charge of U2. If Larry is
interested he would work with Mickey on Air Pacs. If anyone has a problem with this please let
C1 knowDiscussed what to do if people do not meet the minimum requirements, how to deal with that
Reminder- Saturday August 1 is the Blueberry Parade.
U1 seems to be pretty good with the tray- however- would like to order a tent, and add table and
chairs.
Portable pumps are going to be changed so that the two that are the same are going on E2 while
the larger one is going on T1.
Discussed how to cut down on nuisance calls- i.e.: lift assists; alarms, water in the roadway.
Richard explained that he has been meeting with a group to look at the delivery of emergency
services in Dover and then there may be some changes to that however would like to hear what
any of the firemen have to sayMeeting adjourned at 19:30 hours

Minutes are posted on the Dover, Vermont website: www.doververmont.com

